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Food Innovation 
Camp 2022

On June 13, 2022, the Food Innovation Camp (FIC2022) after 
three years finally opened its doors again at the Hamburg 
Chamber of Commerce.

As an industry meeting place for the sustainable food scene, 
the camp offered up to 1,300 trade visitors space for 
inspiration, targeted networking and business. Top decision 
makers from retail, gastronomy, investment and politics met 
more than 100 innovative food startups, learned exciting 
industry insights at the conference and watched more than 
40 startup pitches on the pitch stage.

The highlight: The new FIC Show Kitchen, where professional 
chefs prepared the finest delicacies from the startup world 
live.
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Impressions FIC 2022
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FIC 2022 in figures
Ø 1.300 guests
Ø 500 matchmaking talks
Ø 40 pitches on the FIC pitch stage
Ø 800 plates from the FIC Show Kitchen
Ø 100 food startups with
Ø 130 innovative products/startup ideas
Ø 90 dialogue partner for the startups rom retail, 

Investment, hospitality and production 
Ø 18 press reports
Ø 100,000 impressions across all social media channels
Ø 20 exciting programme items on the FIC stages
Prominent guests, among them: Ralf Dümmel, Dr. Georg 
Kofler, TV chef Zora Klipp, Olympic champion Matthias 
Steiner, Hamburgs Second Mayor Katharina Fegebank
and many more.
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Voices from the community



Social media reach
Instagram + Facebook (4,400 + 2,243 follower)
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Impressions overall for 8 feed posts at 
Insta and 7 Facebook posts

16,661

Accounts reached overall 13,588

Own stories on the day of the Camp at 
Insta

55

Other Insta stories reposted by FIC on 
the day of the Camp

50

Insta stories mentioning the FIC 
Kitchen on the day of the Camp

30

Insta stories referring to the Camp 
from June 8 -16

about
180

Reach of the stories 31,000

Overall 8 feed posts on the day of the
Camp an 1 recap post the day after

Impressions overall FIC account 22,308

Individual impressions overall 15,739

Klicks overall FIC account 1,758

Impressions kickoff post Sina Gritzuhn 25,000

Impressions recap post Sina Gritzuhn 12900

LinkedIn (4,100 follower)



Press reviews
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Voices of our partners
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THE EXPO

The Food Innovation Camp trade 
show offers space for up to 85 
innovative exhibitors to present
their products to a broad
professional audience. 
Guests can expect innovations
from the food and beverage sector
as well as food accessories in a 
pleasant ambience of the
extraordinary location.
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CONFERENCE
Talks on innovative food topics, panel
discussions with decision-makers and 
innovators, and workshops on topics such as
financing, patents, law, marketing, e-
commerce, and sustainability ensure
extensive know-how transfer for startups
and the established food industry. 

Special 2022: The future of hospitality
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PITCH STAGE

Here, more than 40 food startups
present themselves to interested
decision-makers from retail, 
gastronomy and investment. A jury
of experts will provide direct
feedback and the winners will 
receive an attractive prize package.
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MATCHMAKINGS

In order to bring food startups
together with the right discussion
partners, we organize speed dating
and individual matchmaking
sessions for our exhibitors with
decision-makers from investment, 
retail, gastronomy and the press, 
as well as potential cooperation
partners.
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FIC SHOW KITCHEN

The kitchen professionals, 
including TV chefs such as Zora 
Klipp, Jens Rittmeyer and Antje de 
Vries, were given access to
innovative food products and 
created under the guidance of the
CHEFS CULINAR kitchen
professionals culinary highlights, 
which were presented at the Food 
Camp Show Kitchen.
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FUTURE OF HOSPITALITY

As part of the conference, the FIC in cooperation with
CHEFS CULINAR offered guests exciting insights from the world
of hospitality.
For a whole day, it served as a stage and platform for the
gastronomy and hotel industry to deal with innovative topics
and to meet startups that support the industry in its
transformation with their ideas. 

The supporting programme, curated with our partners and 
consisting of talks, panel discussion and workshops, offered
exciting content for startups and trade visitors and featured
special insights into the world of gastronomy and hospitality.
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